
Methodology
1) Database of recordings (between 1910 and 2010)

- 90 preludes: Opus 2 (1889) - Opus 74 (1914)

- Early preludes: Opus 2 (1889) - Opus 22 (1897)

2) Tempo & rubato analysis with Sonic Visualiser

- Average tempo graph (historical perspective) (a)
- Tempo variation graph (rubato analysis) (b)

Sonic Visualiser (Queen Mary University of London) 3) Statistical data analyses with SPSS (IBM)

- Scatter plot (mean tempo
curve): standard deviation 
vs. average tempo (a)

- Hierarchical clustering 
using average linkage 
between tempo variation 
data of the performances 
(b)

4) In-depth auditive analysis - recordings of preludes Opus 11

- Mapping of playing techniques: types of rubato and ‘micro-timing’ 
(inégalité, arpeggio’s,…).

- Comparative study of the results with the data of 2) and 3).
→ Formulation of (preliminary) hypotheses concerning the evolution, 
use and disuse of certain playing techniques over time.

5) Artistic experimentation - performance practice in historical perspective

Experiment on the basis of the hypotheses:
- Practice of the analysed techniques in the performances of preludes Op.11, cfr. 4).
- Implementation of the techniques in the study of preludes Op.13 - Op.22 (no prior 

analysis of the historical recordings).
- Evaluation of, and reflection on, the study process.

Tempo and Rubato in Alexander 
Scriabin’s Early Piano Preludes 

- A Performer’s Analysis -
Summary

The score is the main historical source on which a performer’s interpretation is based. Despite its level of detail, the score provides only a 

very incomplete representation of the music itself, though. The development of an interpretation of a piece of music is in essence a creative 

artistic process nevertheless, whereby artists make different personal artistic decisions.

This research examines the parameters tempo and rubato (tempo variation) in the performance of Scriabin’s piano preludes on the basis of 

(historical) recordings. A study of the recordings allows an objective comparative research of the pianist’s artistic decisions and, 

furthermore, provides insight in the performance history of these preludes.

This research aims at the development of an efficient and consistent method to compare the performers’ decisions concerning tempo and 

rubato on a larger scale. The recording analysis, using a combination of different auditive analysis methods, software tools and statistical 

data analyses, results in a mapping of the differences between and similarities in the pianist’s interpretations. Such a mapping leads, at the 

one hand, to a reconstruction of a century of performance history of the preludes, and at the other hand, to a more grounded, more 

profound and refined personal interpretation of the preludes.
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(a)

(b)

(a) (b)

Total number of recordings of preludes 1786

Recordings of preludes from Opus 2 - Opus 22 (early preludes) 1286

Recordings of preludes from Opus 11 846

Complete recordings of the 24 preludes Opus 11 26

Complete recordings of all 90 preludes 7


